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We call on the records of that disease, the combinations of diseases classified by these
people in these times as cancer. We ask that those witnesses, as well as the record of those
who would serve to bring about the Healing Ministry of Christ in this condition, be present
here. We come seeking guidance as following:
Question 1: Unlike many diseases, the incidence of cancer in the United States has risen
over the last decade. Please explain why.
Answer 1: Yes, understand here the imbalances involved in these combinations of
destructive and unprogrammed cell growth in the physical that you call cancer. Understand
these as imbalance in the natural systems of the body, in the ability of the body to replenish
and built itself. Now, in very few of these strains would you find an identifiable, causative
agent, that is, no such as virus or causative agent as such. But rather result of imbalance in the
natural systems of the body, in most.
Now, in some forms you will find causative agents, viral in nature. But for the most part,
that you recognize, see and find as such growth, destructive and unprogrammed in the system,
are a result of imbalance in one of a number of rebuilding systems. In some, catabolism. In
most, the cell protective mechanism or immunological system of the physical.

Now, as to the reason for the growth or the spread, the rate of incidence of the disease
in your society in this time, understand that the reasons for imbalance both in atmosphere and
environment, in that you breathe and take into your system, the nutritional differences and
such, all these are compounding in this time. More and more reasons for imbalances and strain
on the system, but more important than any of these is your chemical-oriented society,
particularly chemical medicine. For even in the use of aspirin and such, you are tampering with
the body’s own defense systems. There is very delicate balance, equilibrium, in the physical
body for rebuilding cells and protecting those cells from foreign materials, each cell having its
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own defense system and barriers protecting it from outside forces, ideas, but also having its
own built-in destruct mechanism that it might be replaced, replenished, and each having its
own reproductive system.
Now when left to the building of the health within the body, if the body itself were built
for health and protection, when there is attack from outside forces, the immunological systems,
the defense systems of the body in balance, will attack these. When, however, there is used
such as antibiotics and often the vaccines and such that are entered here, there is produced
imbalance in these systems. Much of chemical therapy directly attacks the defense system of
the physical body.
Now, when there is imbalance then or lymphocytes, leukocytes and the production of
them, when the body is overwhelmed in its ability to produce such, there is a swing of the
pendulum, if you will, in the opposite direction. The body being overwhelmed then, loses the
ability to balance and attack foreign materials or cell growth in the body. Then the best means
of fighting cancer will be the cleansing and balance of the physical system first as preventive
therapy, avoiding such imbalances in defense systems.
Then in incidence of early detected imbalances and cell growth, cancerous, might use a
method of elevation of the defense system in the body, elevation of oxygen in the blood, the
stimulation of production of leukocytes, for these will best attack such. And is the only system
within the body that can destroy such materials.
Then all therapy, cancer therapy, should be aimed at the production of lymphocytes and
leukocytes within the body or defense systems. These overbalanced in the opposite direction,
then, will have a similar effect or blood cancer and such, so that we would swing toward the
opposite side of the balance. The key then, ever, in fighting these kinds of disturbance, is
balance in the body defense system.
Now as to those questions suggested of the use of serum, particularly from the wolf or
the fur of the rabbit, we have here a use of a combination serum, as might be called. For one is
the presence of hormone as will stimulate the production of leukocytes and the defense system
of the body. The other is the introduction of foreign matter rallying, stimulating, the defense
systems of the physical, you see. In this manner, combination serum to involve the natural
sources of the physical.
Now as to the suspicion of hormonal imbalance as a cause or effect of cancer, these are,
partially of course, true. Understand that in present diet and direction of body energies, there is
encouragement, practically deliberate hormonal imbalance in almost every life. Preoccupation
with genital sex and the expression of it is definite depletion of cell-building energy and healing
energy of the physical body. Much more of the expression is given into the expression of self, of
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the senses, than into rebuilding the physical body. Such depletion will provide for these
imbalances.
Now understand that the hormonal imbalances in themselves are not cancer, nor even
the cause. But allow the introduction of it through the imbalance in the diet. The attack, daily
for most, on the pancreas and its secretion of hormones leaves almost impossible the proper
hormonal balance and endocrine balance in the physical body, thus leaving many subject to
such attack. Then, the use of the body in ways not intended. That is, the breasts having been
set aside and not used for intended purpose here have caused the psychological and race
consciousness rejection of the breast, giving rise to incidence of breast cancer. The attitude,
Victorian attitude, toward the genitalia, have created tendencies here to despise, and a guilt
complex concerning these, and in the race consciousness of so many. A desire to be relieved of
the difficulties and responsibilities that these produce, thus causing an imbalance in these
areas, are focusing the despising of consciousness on these, leaving subject to the attack of
cancer and such in these particular areas.
Now note the common areas of attack of cancer, for these are among them. The breast,
the genitals, then the throat, so often misused, an expression and a source of guilt
consciousness within the self. Now not that guilt causes cancer. But rather that guilt will focus
the imbalance in the body on the particular source of the guilt, you see. A depository of that
already imbalanced within the physical system.
In this manner smoking and such encourages the incidence of cancer by being an
irritant. Not the cause of cancer. But rather attracts the weakness to a particular location for
the expression of it. Then, in the glandular systems, the pancreas, so often the source of
imbalance and the most heavily strained portion of the body and such, you see. Then associate
the incidence of cancer with the imbalances in the physical.
Question 2: Please comment on the use of radionics or Nionic instrument, such as the
Abrams-Hieronymous instrument or others, in the treatment of cancer, carcinomas an
sarcomas.
Answer 2: These do have a better ability than almost anything that you have available
at the moment to rebalance the defense systems of the body, to stimulate the natural
production of defenses within the physical if used with a great deal of mental discipline. There
is a requirement for operators of such instruments to practice mental discipline.
As an instance, if an operator were to develop the ability to see an image, a particular
image, a particular shape, and hold that image in consciousness in one particular place as in the
center of a screen or such without with image fading away or being replaced by other things,
becoming distorted and such. If there were developed the ability of mental gymnastics, if you
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will, to so focus the mind as to hold an image exactly still and quiet and see it clearly within the
mind, then to turn it to all sides, if such were practiced daily until there is an ability to focus the
mind on a particular point, very deliberately and at will, without the consciousness being
distracted or pulled here and there, such an operator might very well use such an instrument
for the treatment of cancer and other illnesses. If the focus were on two things, the building of
the defense systems of the body and the destruction of abnormal cell growth, the eating, the
destroying, the rebalancing of such, a two-fold focus then, you see.

Question 3: Does the setting of the instrument itself at certain frequencies or
emanations have a destructive effect on the electro-magnetic or nuclear magnetic energy of
the cancer itself? Or is it completely depende4nt upon the mind of the operator?
Answer 3: The energy itself is very real. But requires the mind of the operator for the
focusing of it to specific purpose, to specific point. It is the movement, the direction, the
focusing of that energy that is in the mind of the operator.
Question 4: Can you comment on the value of laetrile in the prevention and treatment
of cancer?
Answer 4: Great value in prevention than in treatment. However, can be of value as
well in containing and treating. Should never be used in combination with milk and milk
products because milk products use laetrile for the breaking down in the system, for
catabolism, you see. Thus not leaving available the building forces. That taken from almonds,
though not so potent in that particular vitamin as apricot pits and others, a more complete
protein. And will have better results from almonds as a source, you see. But better as
prevention than treatment for most.
Krebiozen, as well, has a potent effect in restimulating the defense systems of the body
and often, particularly if used in combination with the violet ray, for the focusing of energies on
a particular point, can be of assistance in the same manner.
Question 5: Would the use of laetrile injections, as is recommended by several doctors,
be more efficient or more potent than the use of it orally?
Answer 5: It would, for the ability to focus, to concentrate with the subjection to the
secretions of the physical or mixtures and such responses, reactions of the body at other levels
before the availability to attacking the unprogrammed growth. Now it still should be used with
the focusing instrument, such as the violet ray.
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Question 6: Some seem to think that laetrile or amydalin itself has the ability to kill
cancer, but not the ability to increase the body’s own defense mechanisms. What is the
mechanism at which laetrile is effective in the body? Is it by destroying the cancer cells
themselves, leaving them open for attack by the body’s defense mechanisms or does it actually
excite the body’s defense mechanisms?
Answer 6: Rather breaks down the barriers, the defense system, of the unprogrammed
cells or the cancer cells, allowing the body better access. Not necessarily stimulating the
defense systems of the body. Yet, making for the building forces. At the same time normalizing
the surrounding force fields, as cancerous cells have built walls of protection not normal in
other cells you see. This essentially is the method.
Question 7: Now would it then not be best to use laetrile or amigdelin in combination
with carbon ash and the violet ray, so we are both breaking down the defense mechanisms of
the cancer and at the same time increasing the defense mechanisms of the body itself?
Answer 7: Certainly would be well to use these combinations, and with them, the castor
oil packs on the abdomen for the normalizing of the production of leukocytes and lymphocytes
in this area ad in other areas where there is the need for restimulating these systems.
Question 8: Is there a way in which we could hook up wet-cell appliance to a body so
that we could introduce into that body a chemical, possibly a lethal chemical, if introduced into
the body orally, or by injection, that could be introduced by its vibration and focused on the
area of the cancer itself, so that it would even help further break down the defense
mechanisms of the cancer, so that the body’s defense mechanisms could control and destroy
the cancer growth itself?
Answer 8: The mustards already used in the physical body might well be used in such a
manner.

Question 9: Things as white floureosel, uresel and methods of this nature?

Answer 9: Could be used in this manner, if focused. If focused…
Question 10: Now in this focusing, would it be possible to apply electrodes from the
wet-cell appliance, almost in a manner to encapsulate the cancer itself in some cases where it is
located, or apply the electrodes to those areas where the cancer exists.
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Answer 10: Better you apply it to solar plexus and spinal plexus for the reason that the
application here will highly stimulate the production of leukocytes throughout the body. The
focusing on the cancerous area would be diverted to the nerve system anyway, for the
electrodes work through the plexuses, and not through local applications.
Question 11: Might it be useful for the use of a diapulse, as it were, to possibly help
further electrify or change the body’s magnetic or electromagnetic vibrations into a
harmonious….
Answer 11: These could well be focused on individual glands and particularly the thymus
for the stimulation, the production of defense system here. The stimulation of the defense
system and on other individual centers as need be stimulated. Particularly however, the
thymus, the pituitary might be helpful in that manner.
Question 12: What might be used as a substitute for carbon ash that could be focused
with the violet ray that would increase the body’s or excite the body’s defense mechanisms or
raise it to a level to increase the blood oxygen levels and the lymphocyte levels as such?
Answer 12: Animated ash will be the nearest substitute as comes at the moment to fore.
Any such introduction as will be attacked by the body as foreign object and have the effect
upon the defense systems of toxic agent without being toxic, you see. Such is the ability of the
mustards, if they were used in a homeopathic applications, rather than overwhelming dosages
that are toxic as in present administration of such you see. Some other elements might be so
used, but we find them not necessarily preferable. Gold in solution might be used in some –
better use the ash. You will get better results here for the lifting of oxygen levels and
stimulating the defense system.
Question 13: Would the use of the carbon ash bed contrary to the use of the wet-cell
appliance, possibly bringing into the system the use of the mustards, as it were? Would one
interfere with the other or would one be of contrary vibration to the other? Can you do both at
once?
Answer 13: You run the risk of overwhelming the body, causing the imbalance in other
direction. Not necessarily to be used in combination together, although for some might well be.
Better follow guidance on that. The tendency perhaps to overwhelm the system with the
application of a number of different therapies in combination, always a danger.
Now you are also going to find that very often the clays introduced internally will assist
in detoxification of the system and the nutritional therapy, particularly as introduce greens and
such. Mostly raw vegetables and such for the building forces will tend to bring these back to
balance.
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The key to cancer therapy is balance. Bringing balance in the physical system, the ment,
the emotional, the spiritual, all these together – balance.

We will continue these studies (at a later time.) We are through for the present.
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